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Introducing
Multitone iConsole
Multitone iConsole is a customisable station-end device which interfaces with the
Multitone FireCoder. It provides a managerial overview and a live status of the
station-end equipment. iConsole enables crews to manage fire station functions
from one place, providing a convenient way to monitor and control mobilising
activities.

Flexibility in an everchanging environment

navigation bar on the right-hand side
of the screen.

At Multitone Electronics we have
been working with the UK’s
emergency services since the
1970’s. This pedigree ensures
that we are not just aware of the
technical requirements needed by
fire and rescue services, but also the
processes involved in working with
different types of fire stations.

Key Features

We understand that each fire station
is managed and operated in its own
way with unique processes. As a
result, iConsole has been designed
to provide complete flexibility and can
be tailored to suit the specific needs
of any station, displaying only the
options and information necessary for
that station.
Commands, including sending out fire
calls and operating station lights, are
executed via large, clearly labelled
buttons on the ‘Command Screen’,
with the available commands dictated
by the station’s particular needs and
processes. Other screens, such as
‘Crew Availability’, are accessed by a

• Ready for ESN
• Flexible design and layout which
can be tailored for each station
• Easy-to-use touch screen
• Interfaces with the Multitone
FireCoder
• Improves monitoring of a fires
station’s mobilising system
• Manages functionality from one
place
• Adapts to fire station routines - set
tasks and exercises for differing
shifts, for example day and night
shifts
• Displays immediate alerts if
something isn’t working

Making your life easier
iConsole, in conjunction with the
FireCoder, has been designed
to provide complete situational
awareness, 24/7, in a simple and
concise manner.
For ultimate visibility the touchscreen

would typically be installed in the
watch room. From this one point
of access, all fire station activity
can be monitored and actioned
as appropriate. iConsole can also
extend the interface to a remote
parallel printer and peripheral
interfacing to the watch room or other
required location.

Station routines
Another key feature is the station
routines manager. This easy-to-use
feature allows a fire station to assign
tasks to be completed on a given
day or time and establish whether it’s
a task for the day shift or night shift.
Once tasks are complete, they can
then be wiped from the screen or
acknowledged with a message. This
saves time, is clear to understand
and the actions can be tailored to a
specific fire station.

iConsole shows the following
activity:
• Printer status and alarms
• Current and historical printed
mobilisation messages
• A large manual acknowledgement
pop-up button following
mobilisation
• General fire station alarms: front
door, intruder, power fail etc
• Alerter team activation
• Lights and bells activation
• Crew status
• Mobilisation response

Why
Multitone?
Multitone Electronics are critical
communications experts. With our
powerful integrative platforms, our
resilient design know-how and suite
of communications methods and
devices, we can offer you a robust,
comprehensive communications
solution for your most demanding of
working environments.
Our technology and expertise are
deployed within emergency services
across the UK and Ireland, delivering
time-critical messages which save
lives; such as mobilising a cardiac
team in a hospital, or a fire station’s
retained firefighters. But thanks
to the diversity and adaptability
of our solutions, Multitone also
ensure school teachers working in
challenging environments can get
immediate access to support and
assistance directly to their location at
the press of a button, and provide the
communications architecture for large,
complex retail and commercial sites.
Whatever your communication needs,
Multitone can provide the answer,
whether it’s in the form of on-site
comms systems and devices, widearea broadcast systems, smartphone
apps and cloud services, or all three.
We offer product and service options
which meet the needs of many
different industries and organisations,
be they large or small, supported by
24/7, 365 days-a-year UK customer
services.
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